OBJECT OF GAME:
Grab as many bananas as you can from the gorilla's backpack without getting knocked off your tree stump.

CONTENTS:
Bongo Kong's Gorilla, Game Base, 4 Monkeys, Bongo Kong's backpack, 24 banana chips, sticker sheet.

PREPARATION:
Place one banana sticker on each of the "banana chips". Install batteries in game base. Remove screw from battery compartment cover; remove cover and insert 4 "D" cell batteries as shown. Replace cover and screw. Insert post on bottom of each monkey into the tree stumps as shown in Fig. 1, with monkey facing center of game, until it "clicks" into place.

BATTERY WARNING:
- In case of fire, cut power cord and remove batteries in accordance with local regulations.
- Do not dispose of batteries in fire.
- The battery is rechargeable. Proper disposal of battery is required to prevent damage to the environment.
- Do not let batteries come into contact with eyes, mouth or skin. Wash hands after handling.
- If your battery is unable to be replaced, contact a professional for assistance.
- Always dispose of batteries in accordance with local regulations.

KEEP THE INSTRUCTION SHEET FOR REFERENCE since it contains important information.

Snap backpack onto Bongo Kong's back as shown in Fig. 2. Load banana chips into Bongo Kong's backpack with banana STICKER facing up. Place Bongo Kong on center gear of game base as shown in Fig. 3.

THE PLAY:
Each player takes a position adjacent to one of the four monkeys. Switch the game on (position 1 for slower play, position 2 for faster play). Players then press the color button behind their monkey to make it lean forward and hit the panel on the back of Bongo Kong's backpack. See fig. 4. When it does hit the trigger panel a banana chip is released and falls into the banana pit. Be careful because Bongo Kong spins back and forth swinging a big club. If your monkey gets hit by the club it will be knocked off the stump and you are out of the game. The game is over when Bongo Kong's backpack is empty. Player with the most bananas in their pit wins. If a banana chip flies out and does not fall into a pit, it does not count.